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POSSIBLE HEAVY-FERMION BEHAVIORIN A HEUSLER-TYPE COMPOUND YbPd2Sb�D. Kazorowskia, A. Leithe-Jasperb, T. Cihoreka;b, K. TenyabJ. Custersb, P. Gegenwartb and Yu. GrinbaInstitute of Low Temperature and Struture ResearhPolish Aademy of Sienes, P.O. Box 1410, 50-950 Wroªaw, PolandbMax�Plank�Institut für Chemishe Physik fester Sto�e01187 Dresden, Germany(Reeived July 10, 2002)Magneti, eletrial transport and thermodynami properties of a novelHeusler ompound YbPd2Sb have been studied down to 40 mK in appliedmagneti �elds up to 14 T. The results hint at a heavy-partile nature ofthe eletroni ground state, with some features harateristi of systemsbeing lose to Doniah's magneti�nonmagneti instability.PACS numbers: 72.15.Qm, 75.20.Hr, 74.20.MnRare-earth-based Heusler phases REPd2M, where M = In, Sn or Pb,attrated in the past onsiderable attention beause of their interestingmagneti and superonduting properties [1℄. Most intriguing are obviouslythose systems in whih superondutivity oexists with long-range magnetiordering, as for example YbPd2Sn [2℄ and ErPd2Sn [3℄. In these ompoundsthe 4f -eletrons responsible for antiferromagnetism are moderately oupledto superonduting eletrons [4℄, in ontrast to systems like RENi2B2C,RERh4B4 or REMo6Y8 (Y = S, Se), where the two ooperative phenomenaare spatially learly isolated. This �nding makes REPd2M Heusler phasesan attrative subjet for further investigations. In this paper we reportfor the �rst time on the magneti, eletrial transport and thermodynamiproperties of a novel Heusler-type ompound YbPd2Sb, studied down to40 mK in magneti �elds up to 14 T. A more omprehensive presentationand disussion of these data will be given elsewhere.� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(1253)



1254 D. Kazorowski et al.The investigated sample of YbPd2Sb was single phase with a MnCu2Al-type related rystal struture. The re�ned ubi lattie parameter is largerthan the value expeted from the lanthanide ontration [5℄, hene suggestingsome instability of the Yb ion valene. Indeed, preliminary Yb LIII-edgespetrosopy studies yielded the e�etive valene slightly lower than +3.Compatible with the above �ndings is the value of the e�etive magnetimoment �e� = 4:02 �B, obtained from a Curie�Weiss �t of the magnetisuseptibility of YbPd2Sb, made above 80 K. The alulated paramagnetiCurie temperature of �18 K manifests appreiable antiferromagneti ex-hange interations or/and Kondo e�et. At low temperatures the susepti-bility is featureless down to a temperature T* below whih �(T ) saturates atquite high values. In a �eld of 0.1 T, T � = 0:4 K and �(0) = 1:5 emu/mole(see Fig. 1(a)). With inreasing magneti �eld the low-temperature susep-tibility is suppressed and T* gradually rises towards 12 K, the upper borderof the region in whih the suseptibility is �eld dependent. Interestingly, forB > 0:1 T the low-temperature suseptibility of YbPd2Sb sales perfetlywell to the formula �T 0:75 = f �BT �, appropriate for strongly interating spin�utuations [6℄. These �ndings indiate that the ompound studied does notorder magnetially, at least down to 40 mK, but it does exhibit some anti-ferromagneti orrelations with the harateristi energy sale T � = 0:4 K.

Fig. 1. Low-temperature magneti suseptibility �(T ) (a) and eletrial resistivity�(T ) (b) of YbPd2Sb. Dashed and solid lines mark the proportionalities � � T and� � lnT , respetively.The eletrial resistivity of YbPd2Sb is harateristi of systems exhibit-ing an interplay of Kondo and rystal �eld interations. A broad shoulderin �(T ) at about 70 K gives an estimate for rystal �eld splitting. Around



Possible Heavy-Fermion Behavior in a Heusler-Type : : : 125512 K �(T ) shows a minimum, and in the range 2 < T < 9 K a loga-rithmi inrease in the resistivity is observed (see Fig. 1(b)). Then �(T )goes through a maximum at TLT�max = 1:4 K, and eventually it displays anearly linear T-dependene. Upon applying magneti �eld the resistivitydereases in a Kondo-like manner. The magnetoresistivity reahes �7% atT = 1:8 K and B = 14 T. For temperatures T > 2 K a single-ion Kondosaling �(B)=�(0) = f � BT+T �� is ful�lled with T � = 0:4 K, as found fromthe magneti data.

Fig. 2. (a) Low-temperature spei� heat Cp(T ) of YbPd2Sb, its phonon ompo-nent Cph(T ), approximated by Cp(T ) of LuPd2Sb, and non-phonon omponent�C(T ) = Cp � Cph. (b) �C over temperature and entropy S(T ) in YbPd2Sb.The temperature variation of the spei� heat of YbPd2Sb reveals abroad anomaly at T � = 0:4 K but no feature at TLT�max = 1:4 K (see Fig. 2).Approximating the phonon ontribution Cph(T ) by the measured spei�heat of LuPd2Sb one obtains the non-phonon part, �C(T ) = Cp � Cphwhih an be qualitatively desribed by the Coqblin�Shrie�er model forthe e�etive spin s = 1=2 and T � = 0:4 K [7℄. The Sommerfeld oe�ientinterpolated from the region 4�10 K, i.e. where the high-temperature tailof the T � = 0:4 K anomaly is negligible, is equal to 112 mJ/K2mole. At thelowest temperatures the ratio Cp/T strongly rises and attains at T = 0:09 Ka huge value of about 5 J/K2mole. The entropy derived from the �C(T )versus T data is very small. It shows some tendeny to saturate in between2 K and 9 K, i.e. in the range where � � lnT , at a value that is largerthan the Bethe ansatz solution for s = 1=2 but onsiderably redued withrespet to the value expeted for a doublet ground state with no Kondointerations (see Fig. 2(b)). Upon applying external magneti �eld the broadpeak in Cp(T ) shifts to higher temperatures, thus re�eting an inreasein the Zeeman splitting of the rystal �eld ground state. From the �eld



1256 D. Kazorowski et al.dependene of this anomaly one onludes that the lowest energy CEF levelin YbPd2Sb is probably the � 6 doublet. Another e�et of magneti �eld issuppression of the low-temperature tail in Cp(T ). In high �elds (B > 4 T) aFermi liquid behavior of the spei� heat is observed with strongly enhanedvalues of (0).In summary, despite the presene in YbPd2Sb of rather large magnetimoments, arried by almost trivalent ytterbium ions, no long-range magnetiorder has been found down to 40 mK. Instead, some features harateristiof short-range antiferromagneti orrelations are observed in the magneti,eletrial and thermodynami properties, whih altogether de�ne the har-ateristi energy sale T � = 0:4 K. The eletrial resistivity of YbPd2Sb isgoverned by the interplay of rystal �eld and Kondo interations. Likewise,the low-temperature spei� heat an be interpreted in terms of Kondo ef-fet. At the lowest temperatures the ompound exhibits lear deviationsfrom the Fermi liquid behavior, typial for systems being lose to Doniah'smagneti�nonmagneti instability. Our on-going investigations attempt toaddress questions relevant to the nature of the eletroni ground state inYbPd2Sb, inluding the issue of the role played by possible atomi disorderthat is ommonly present in Heusler�type phases.DK is grateful to the Max Plank Soiety for the Advanement of Sienefor a fellowship. REFERENCES[1℄ M. Ishikawa, J.L. Jorda, A. Junod, Superondutivity in d- and f-Band Metals,eds. W. Bukel, W. Weber, Kernforshungszentrum, Karlsuhe 1982), p. 141;C.L. Seaman, N.R. Dilley, M.C. de Andrade, J. Herrmann, M.B. Maple, Z. Fisk,Phys. Rev. B53, 2651 (1996).[2℄ H.A. Kierstead, B.D. Dunlap, S.K. Malik, A.M. Umarji, G.K. Shenoy, Phys.Rev. B32, 135 (1985).[3℄ R.N. Shelton, L.S. Hausermann-Berg, M.J. Johnson, P. Klavins, H.D. Yang,Phys. Rev. B34, 199 (1986).[4℄ Y. Aoki, H.R. Sato, H. Sugawara, H. Sato, Physia C 333, 187 (2000).[5℄ P. Riani, D. Mazzone, G. Zanihi, R. Marazza, R. Ferro, Z. Metallkd. 86, 450(1995).[6℄ A. Tsvelik, M. Reizer, Phys. Rev. B48, 9887 (1993).[7℄ V.T. Rajan, Phys. Rev. Lett. 51, 308 (1983).


